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Client problem

:

Private banks and financial institutions are facing increased scrutiny in Singapore from MAS following a high profile AML
breach. MAS continues to investigate a number of banks and has highlighted problems with undue delay in detecting and
reporting suspicious transactions and lapses in oversight by individual company officers.

* Quoted from MAS (Monetary Authority of Singapore) web-site

MAS directs BSI Bank to shut down in Singapore
Singapore, 24 May 2016…The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) announced today that it has served BSI Bank Limited
(BSI Bank) notice of intention to withdraw its status as a merchant bank in Singapore for serious breaches of anti-money
laundering requirements, poor management oversight of the bank’s operations, and gross misconduct by some of the bank’s
staff.
2 In addition, MAS has referred to the Public Prosecutor the names of six members of BSI Bank’s senior management and
staff to evaluate whether they have committed criminal offences.

Quote from MAS (Monetary Authority of Singapore) “Guidance on PB controls June 2014”
“Financial institutions should also periodically review account transactions and be alert to transactions that appear
inconsistent with their knowledge of the customers’ profile and circumstances, typical transaction patterns, and purpose for
which the accounts were opened, etc. Such transactions should be escalated for independent investigation…”

Our areas of expertise are data capture and Computer forensic investigations to target



Specific risks of private banks and financial institutions



Possible legal and regulatory violations AML\KYC\CFT (Anti Money Laundering and terrorism financing)



Insider and other trading manipulation



Assisted STR (suspicious transaction reporting ) investigation to comply with MAS controls



Fraud Risk



Bad leavers & “The Insider threat”



Electronic document forgery



Whistleblower allegation assessment and investigation



Cyber breach & data leakage



Anti-corruption
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Allegations of financial tampering, insider activity, fraud, cyber crime, employee misconduct, and other wrongdoings require
financial institutions, to follow digital trails in order to piece together facts that lead to the truth.
Using computer forensics, our experts can reconstruct the electronic activity on a computer system or mobile device, even if
the device has been deleted. Data and evidence is gathered in a forensically sound manner, ensuring this can be used in court
if necessary.
Our computer forensics experts will assist you with your most complex and sensitive investigation matters involving electronic
evidence or data preservation.

Solutions
Working in conjunction with your compliance and legal teams RP-DS can assist in the following ways
Data preservation and collection - cost-effective and defensible methodologies and solutions to identify
and preserve electronic data in a forensically sound manner.
Digital forensic investigation - Whether email, chats or other financial data was deleted or manipulated, on
purpose or by accident, RP-DS's experts will search for the digital clues left behind to quickly and defensibly
uncover and report on vital information found.
Cyber Crime Investigation - Our experts examine digital evidence to uncover what did or did not happen.
Expert Testimony and Reporting: Our experts have extensive experience and credentials to serve as an
expert witness in Singapore and overseas.
Benefits
All our reports are confidential and internal. All our work is covered by an NDA.
RP-DS works closely in many cases with Singapore’s top tier law firms.
Certified computer and mobile forensic expert team based in Singapore.
Singapore licensed private investigation company.
RP-DS is the “go to” provider of cyber and computer forensic services to several top financial and insurance
companies

For further details
For free confidential consultation or advice relating to a
particular case please email - advice@rp-ds.com
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